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Postnormal Imaginings in Wes
Anderson’s The Darjeeling Limited

Perpetuating Orientalist and neocolonial representations,
biases, and stereotypes as pretentious comedy is the new

creed of the American New Wave Movement

JOHN A. SWEENEY

THE HISTORY OF THE INDIAN RAILWAY SYSTEM PRESENTS A FABLE SOME 150 YEARS

old—one that helped to define the very topography of the sub-continent and
its people.  Emphasizing the lasting impact of trains on India, Srinivasan
observes, “Railways made India a working and recognizable structure and
political and economic entity, at a time when many other forces militated
against unity.  Through their own internal logic, their transformation of
speed and the new dynamic of the economic changes they made possible,
the railways definitively altered the Indian way of life” (Srinivasan, 2006,
pxiii). While assisting in the alteration of identities, Indian railways
simultaneously united and partitioned the sub-continent on a seemingly
unimaginable scale. “If you dug up all the rail track in India and laid it along
the equator,” writes Reeves, “you could ride around the world one-and-a-
half times.” This enormous enterprise, which occurred when the idea of
“India” as an integrated political unit “remained very much an imaginary
notion,” originated as the fanciful legacy of British rule, which sought a
material means to coalesce its occupation (Reeves, 2006, pxiii).  The railway
was both the cause and effect of Britain’s colonial sovereignty; the very “idea
of establishing and expanding a railway system in India offered the most
vibrant excitement in colonial mind” (Iqbal, 2006, p173).  The vast colonial
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project was “the work of the capitalist interest in Britain” but it “flourished
and expanded first on ground which was essentially ‘mental’” (Iqbal, 2006,
p183).  While Iqbal establishes colonial consciousness as the basis for the
materiality of the Indian railway, it is certainly the case that this colonial
imagining has yet to cease, if not evolve, as railways remain integral to India. 

With this colonial legacy in mind, it is notable, if not fitting, that Wes
Anderson located his 2007 dramedy, The Darjeeling Limited (hereafter
Darjeeling), primarily upon a fictional train, which traverses the equally
imaginary wilds of Indian identity, alterity, and spirituality.  Although
depictions of otherness and emotive sojourns serve as recurring themes
across many of Anderson’s films, Darjeeling highlights his penchant for
capturing and exhibiting the spiritual struggles of the contemporary West,
specifically a broken American family embroiled within the igneous milieu
of Late Capitalism, which Fredric Jameson conceives of as “catastrophe and
progress all together” (Jameson, 1992, p55).  As his often well-to-do
characters suffer from pathological conditions that limit their capacity to
cope with the norms of modern life, Anderson “is the quintessential
‘postnormal’ director.  Indeed, as one of the pillars of the ‘American New
Wave’ movement, Anderson’s infamous use of slow-motion, close up shots,
and sweeping doll-house camera pans, which are often set to a
sentimentally retro score, buttresses his spry style and playful portrayal of
decidedly adult subjects and concerns, which has garnered the director both
critical and popular acclaim” (Hill, 2008, p35).  In light of his popularity,
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Anderson’s postnormal imaginings, especially of India, which has long held
a special place in the American imagination, merits examination.

Unfolding amidst the bustling backdrop of contemporary India, Darjeeling
follows the bodily, spiritual, and psychological journeying of the three
Whitman brothers—all of whom seek to find meaning in their lives
following the death of the family patriarch, Jimmy Whitman, whose passing
kept the brothers apart from one another, not to mention aspects of their
own lives, since his unexpected demise.  While idiosyncratically grieving
the loss of their beloved father both comedy and tragedy ensues as Francis
(Owen Wilson), Peter (Adrian Brody), and Jack (Jason Schwartzman) set
out to re-establish somewhat (dis)functional relations with one another as
siblings and eventually their estranged mother—now a nun.  It is through
often humorous and harrowing connections both onboard and off the
imaginary train that the brothers begin to weigh the relative gravity of their
individual and collective odyssey.  

Passing through the southern Himalayas, the train as medium and
metaphor encases the (dis)continuous movement of the three brothers
upon the terra incognita of what King sardonically entitles the “cultural
symbolic of the mystic East” (1999, p1).  Deploying the “exotic fantasy of
Indian religions as deeply mystical, introspective, and otherworldly in
nature,” Anderson’s imagining of India within Darjeeling “demonstrates the
ongoing cultural significance of the idea of the ‘Mystic East’” (King, 1999,
p142).  As King, and Said before him, point out, the establishment of the
“Mystic East” or “the Orient” as fixed, and imagined, categories of mastery
can and might be used to reveal much about “Western,” or more specifically
American, perceptions of Indian identity, spirituality, and alterity.  If, as
Sardar contends, “the postnormal world is a world of disproportion” (Sardar,
2010, p444), then Anderson’s work certainly captures this dynamic and
exploits it as fodder for his protagonists’ development.

Tracking spirituality through Darjeeling, one finds an affirmation of neo-
colonialist sensibilities, and the imaginative element of the film’s spiritual
sites remain subservient to Anderson’s aggregate aesthetic, which
foregrounds a truly othered space.  As such, the composition of a
“heterotopia,” or an othered place that exists “entirely consecrated” to
“activities of purification,” drives the spatial and linguistic ordering of the
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film, and the brothers, even when they are intimately intertwined within
the subtleties of life in modern India, and maintain a modicum of
ideological and material distance to their surroundings (Faucault, 1986,
p26).  In an interview with Rosenberg, the director reflects, “Well...we don’t
ever say India. (silence...followed by laughter) I don’t know if we do actually,
we may.  It’s hard to argue that this is a mythical India.  I thought during
the movie about this issue.  I kind of like not specifying the place.  I guess
it’s just because India is so much the subject matter of the movie to me in
the end, I just wouldn’t want to give it a fake name” (Rosenberg, 2007).  It
is precisely this silent imagining of a “realist” place, however, that makes
Darjeeling’s India so “mythical,” and consequently, even if in name only,
decidedly “fake.”

Juxtaposing the protagonists’ imagined identity as pilgrims with Anderson’s
othered space, the Whitman brothers embody the Andersonian archetype
of the well-to-do American whose burdensome being-in-the-world resides in
the void of spiritual meaning emanating from the comforts of his material
existence, and it is only when faced with the breakdown of their elevated
status that the brothers are faced with spiritual angst.  Francis, the principal
organizer behind their journey, expresses outrage when a local boy steals
one of his “$3,000 loafers.”  While Anderson uses this scene to advance the
rapidly diminishing spiritual core of the three brothers, Francis’s reaction,
which includes an impassioned “Get ‘em,” falls on deaf ears within the
semiotics of this othered place—thus, reaffirming it as heterotopia.  Indeed,
after exiting “one of the most spiritual places in the entire world,” as Francis
puts it, the brothers enter the merchant-filled streets of Jodhpur where
Francis quixotically reflects, “Wow, right?” to which Peter and Jack mutter
in return, “great” and “amazing,” respectively.  This transcendent moment,
however, is fleeting as Francis returns to his archetypal identity in
exclaiming, “Let’s get a shoe shine.”  It is only after the loss of one of his
shoes, which he angrily states could “pay for this whole building,” that
Francis declares, “We are in an emergency here,” as a means to express his
anxiety over their dire spiritual situation.  Using this material tragedy as an
opportunity to air the many secrets between them and as an affirmation of
the postnormal otherness of the director’s “fake” India, Francis feverishly
declares, “Let’s get into it,” and indeed they do. 
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As the intricacies of the systemic poverty clearly fueling the boy’s theft remain
outside of their purview, the Whitman Brother’s encounter with child
criminality only deepens their identity within the confines of this “fake” space,
which serves as a place for them to heal, in spite of the others who occasionally
steal.  For the Whitman brothers, Anderson’s “fake” India paradoxically serves
as a liminal place both to lose and find themselves, and each brother
demonstrates his willingness to use this “life-changing experience” to
reawaken dormant facets of his life, albeit in vastly different ways.  This
othered “spatiality,” which is “never primordially given or permanently fixed”
(Soja, 1989, p122), provokes and perhaps necessitates transformation, but
Anderson’s protagonists reify their surroundings by willfully enacting the past
in the present, which is to say that they are not interested, and perhaps even
capable, of meaningful personal change.  The foundational and shared
significance of their sojourn hinges on achieving some semblance of catharsis
with the agents, including one another, and events, primarily their mother’s
absence, surrounding their father’s funeral, which their own neurotic hijinks
led them to miss.  As the film progresses, the Whitman brothers have the
opportunity to re-experience symbolically his burial as attendees at the
obsequies of a young boy, which is the only formulaic religious ritual in the
film and which plays a central role in the sanctification of their pilgrimage,
which actually begins when they are forced to leave the train.

Incipit Trageodia: India as Othered Space 
When linguistic posturing over who exactly was their father’s “favorite”
escalates into a physical altercation, the Whitman brothers get booted from
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the comforts of their deluxe railway cabin and begin to explore the wilds of
India as spiritual heterotopia.  Traveling along with their sizable entourage
of possessions, the brothers come across three local boys struggling to cross
a rushing river—to which Francis trenchantly comments, “Look at these
assholes.”  The jocular mood of the scene quickly shifts, however, as the young
boys’ makeshift vessel capsizes, compelling the now heroic Whitman brothers
to brave the dangerous waters.  For Anderson, the equations of spiritual
journeying have no remainder—three boys for three brothers.  Serving as the
film’s climactic turn, the Whitman brothers’ apparent sacrifice of their own
well-being, perhaps their most selfless act in the entire film, actually grants
them the film’s most obvious oblation—one of the boys does not survive the
river’s torrent.  Emerging out of the water with blood trickling down his head,
Peter sobs, “I didn’t save mine.”  While Peter is clearly in a state of shock, his
words reinforce the abject imagining of otherness necessary to maintain the
brother’s spiritual identity, and although it seems obvious to link the dead
Indian boy with the loss of their own innocence, one might also decode
Peter’s confession as an expression of exclusion.

The value of the three local boys exists in their imagined identity as othered
objects from an othered place, and Peter’s initial despair seems to stem, at
least in part, from his separation from his brothers, who successfully saved
theirs. Deconstructing this necessary martyrdom, Weiner observes, “in a
grisly little bit of developing-world outsourcing, the child does the
bothersome work of dying so that the American heroes won’t have to die
spiritually” (Weiner, 2007).  As the bus leading them out of the rural village
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arrives, the Whitman brothers pack up their belongings and appear to be
headed home in defeat.  Quietly sitting in the back of the overcrowded
coach, a local man, himself dressed as a pilgrim inquires, “What are you
doing in this place?”  Taking a moment of pause, Francis responds, “Well,
originally, I guess we came here on a spiritual journey...but that didn’t really
pan out.”  With little regard for the deceased boy, Francis’s reply syncs with
Peter’s egoism back at the river bank.  In asking one of the boy’s friends,
who just experienced a great loss and who likely cannot understand a word
of English, to “explain that I almost had him” because he “wants them to
know that,” Peter effectively reframes the tragedy—the boy’s death becomes
secondary to his inability to save him.  Again, the protagonists’ narcissism
demonstrates that the solemn posture with which the brothers comport
themselves has little to do with the people and the place they inhabit; and
the brothers are redeemed, both literally and figuratively, when the two
surviving boys rush back onto the bus to invite them to the funeral
ceremony of their departed friend.

In depicting a traditional Hindu funeral, Anderson relies upon familiar
cinematic techniques, primarily slow-motion pans and a familiar American
soundtrack, which re-orients the very space in which the ritual occurs.
Further substantiating this othered space, specifically ritual space, as mere
object of the colonial imagination, Anderson takes this narrative juncture
to demonstrate, through a flashback, the embattled events of Jimmy
Whitman’s burial, especially the brothers’ comically neurotic efforts to free
his red Porsche from Luftwaffe Automotive. Although the spatial and
contextual contrasts between New York City and a rural Indian village are
substantial, Anderson’s forfeiture of the young boy provides a continuous
temporality to re-imagine the three brothers’ own tragedy on the day of the
elder Whitman’s passing. “The cultural styles of advanced capitalism,” as
Appadurai notes, “have done much to show Americans that the past is
usually another country” (Appadurai, 1996, p31). Anderson’s India,
consequently, functions as a portal for the brothers to re-live past
experiences while imagining, with little or no regard for others, a
postnormal place where the cycles of life and death are absurdly and
conveniently ever-present. 
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As a means to delimit Darjeeling’s depictions of the “spiritual journey” to
the “Mystic East,” the work of Gita Mehta, whose interrogations of “spiritual
tourism” in Karma Cola, complicate and elucidate Anderson’s imagining of
spirituality, identity, and alterity, is very useful.  Writing in response to the
common sight of foreigners lined up along side the banks of the Ganges,
“the place where all devout Hindus hope to be cremated,” Mehta observes,
“India is probably the only country in the world that allows the tourist to
treat death as a spectator sport, and nowadays tourists increasingly look for
the experience” (Mehta, 1981, p142).  Encountering disappointed disciples,
perhaps similar to the Whitman brothers sitting on the bus before their
redemption, Mehta’s pseudo-historical prose relays the inevitable tensions
between spiritual tourists and the place of their journeying.  Exploring the
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breakdown of “illusion,” Mehta reports a dialogue between the guru and
the disciples: 

“What’s happening?” asks the guru.
“We have this headache,” say the disillusioned disciples. “Maybe it’s the
climate or the food or something. We think we’ll go home for a while. How
do we leave?”
“That’s an interesting question,” says the guru, with a smile.
“You’re the tourists. You find out.” (Mehta, 1981, p195)

Capturing the “contagions of the American Age” in India, Mehta’s text
exposes the lingering results of the Western invasion that occurred during
the late 1960s and early 1970s.  She ultimately concludes that this mass
movement of seekers left an indelible mark upon the faces of India that “all
is not well in the lands of plenty” (Mehta, 1981, p71).  What was not well in
the lands of plenty were the earliest machinations of postnormality—leading
many to sojourn elsewhere to find some semblance of meaning, even if
imagined.  Capturing the telos of this spiritual diaspora, Metha evinces, “the
metaphysical tourist wants that smile on the Buddha’s face, the serenity of
the cosmic orgasm” (Mehta, 1981, p190).  It was, in fact, this impotence of
meaning that led generations to (re)imagine the “mystic East” as a site of
transcendental contentment—simply picking up where their colonial
antecedents left off.  As the Whitman brothers’ attendance at the young boy’s
funeral suggests, the past may always be found in othered spaces.

Anderson’s Others: Imaginings of Native Identity
In support of the film’s primary narrative of self-discovery within India as
an othered space, Darjeeling offers re-presentations of native identity from
an unmistakably altered perspective.  Anderson’s representations enact
subjects-in-relation-to the narcissistic protagonists, and native characters
double as enigmas of spiritual sangfroid and repositories of an invitingly
exotic, and yet unnervingly reflective, otherness.  In examining the film’s
myriad re-presentations, there are three supporting characters that stand
out: an absent guru who supplies the brothers with an ornate ritual to be
performed at precisely the right moment of their journey; Rita, the female
cabin attendant who faithfully “services” the brothers, especially Jack, and
earns the moniker “Sweet Lime” for the refreshing libation she amply
provides; and Kumar Pallana, an actor who simply plays “Old Man on Train”
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and functions as a recurring bit character, or native foible, in Anderson’s
work—appearing in four of his seven films. When amalgamated, the above
subjects render the sanctimonious trifecta of archetypal imagining: the
erudite, yet intractable, sage; the exotic, yet familiar, “Asian girl”; and the
silent, yet ubiquitous, other.  From this perspective, Darjeeling’s profane
trinity imagines that native identity exists solely for the brothers’ journey.

During the Whitman brothers’ first spiritual excursion, Francis confesses to
Peter and Jack: “I was going to save this for later in the itinerary, but I think
it’s time.  There’s a ceremony I want us to do where we each take on of these
peacock feathers...we’re going to go off into the wilderness and meditate
for...Dammit, I gave them to Brendan.  It’s all right, we’ll do it after the next
stop.”  From the outset, Anderson makes it clear that the brothers’ sense of
ritual propriety is severely lacking, if not completely absent, as is the guru
himself.  In the next scene where the impetus to perform the ceremony arises,
the train is not where it should be—clearly a metaphor for the hapless
journeying of the Whitman brothers.  Remarking on the numerous problems
in pursuing a formulaic spiritual journey, Anderson intimates to Tobias:

       Well, I don’t know if it would work anywhere, but India would be the last
       place in the world it would. India is a place where one of the great 
       pleasures for a foreigner is that you're constantly surprised. Everywhere
       you look is something that is either funny, or very moving, but there is 
       always so much that is so unexpected. That’s part of the reason why 
       people who like it tend to love it. (Tobias, 2007)

Confessing his desire to setup the Whitman brothers for failure, Anderson’s
sentiments seem to provide some well-needed context for the film’s many
(neo)colonial depictions, particularly of the place and the people within it,
and although he shows the audience many scenes that are “either funny, or
very moving,” it is what Anderson chooses not to show that best speaks to
“the reason why people who like it tend to love it,” which might refer as
much to his films as to his “fake,” yet decidedly postnormal, India.

In the following scene, the Whitman brothers are surprised to find that the
train has made an unexpected stop.  Leaving their cabin and approaching
Brendan, Francis’s assistant, they inquire:
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FRANCIS:  Brendan, what’s going on?
BRENDAN: I don’t know. I guess the train is lost.
JACK:          What did he say?
PETER:       He says the train is lost?
JACK:          How can a train be lost? It’s on rails.
BRENDAN: Apparently, we took a wrong turn at some point last night.
FRANCIS:  That’s crazy! 
JACK:          How far off course are we?
BRENDAN: Nobody knows. We haven’t located us yet.
FRANCIS:  What did you just say? 
BRENDAN: What?
FRANCIS:  What you just said? Say it again.
BRENDAN: We haven’t located us yet.
FRANCIS:  Ha! Is that symbolic? We. Haven’t. Located. Us. Yet! (speaking
to Brendan) Where’s those feathers at? 
BRENDAN: In the envelope I gave you this morning?
FRANCIS:  (speaking to Peter and Jack) Meet me on top of that thing out 
                    there.

As the principal organizer of their sojourn, Francis first sought the counsel
of a guru, who never appears on screen and is never named, to ritualize
their brotherly reconciliation, but many obstacles, particularly the brothers
themselves, stand in the way.  While Anderson spends many scenes
showing the brothers efforts to enact the ornate ritual proceedings, the film
does not depict the meeting between the guru and Francis.  Why?  What is
at stake in showing or not showing this exchange?  As Mehta’s writings
elucidate, the “spiritual tourist” does not always get what they expect from
the guru, but there appears to be something else at work within Anderson’s
(non)imagining of the erudite, yet intractable, sage.
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“Hinduism” is an amalgamated, highly problematic and contested term. “It
is often asserted that no such thing as Hinduism exists but rather a great
variety of heterogeneous practices of a devotional and ritual nature as well as
metaphysical schools that are only lumped together by the foreign term
Hinduism in the early nineteenth century” (van der Veer, 2001, p26). As
Pennington notes, “in the printed word and in visual image, through the
transmission of artifact and anecdote, across the desk of colonial functionaries
and across the shrinking oceanic divide, Britain and India came more and
more to craft a shared religious world of their own making” (Pennington,
2007, p167). Echoing this contention, Aravamudan orchestrates an analysis
of the various colonial-era processes of transliteration that diffused Indian
religious traditions, enabling “productivity, agency, and cumulative
consequences” through the widespread utilization of the English language
(Aravamudan, 2006, p260).  Ultimately,  Aravamudan argues that the
(neo)colonial project of Guru English remains lodged between “authenticity
and modernity,” which situates it as a “new type of orientalism” (Aravamudan,
2006, p266).  In Darjeeling, the guru’s absence certainly gestures toward the
artificial nature of Hinduism, but, like most of Anderson’s films, it also has
much to do with family dynamics.

In confronting their mother, Patricia, within a rural mountain convent
about her absence from their father’s funeral, the brothers finally have the
chance to give voice to the central crisis driving their sojourn, which also
illustrates the guru’s visual absence from the film. They converse:
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FRANCIS:  What are you doing here?
PATRICIA: I live here. These people need me.
JACK:          What about us?
PATRICIA: (turns around to look behind her, then faces forward) You’re 
                    talking to her. You're talking to someone else. You're not talking
                    to me. I don't know the answers to these questions. I don't see
                    myself this way. Listen, I'm sorry we lost your father. We'll 
                    never get over it, but it's ok. There are greater forces at work. 
                    Yes, the past happened, but it's over. Isn't it?
FRANCIS:  Not for us. 
PATRICIA: I told you not to come here.

For Francis, Peter and Jack, the past remains viscerally alive and far from “ok,”
and, as previously outlined, Anderson’s postnormal India is merely a site of
ritualized abreaction for the lost.  As such, Anderson cannot make the guru
present within the film—as a spiritual figure, he must remain as spatio-
temporal absentee as their estranged mother, since he effectively symbolizes
her.  The ornate actions required to carry out the guru’s ritual are more than
the bumbling brothers can manage, and after a less than satisfying encounter
with their mother, who abandons them again in the morning, the Whitman’s
take leave of their breakfast with the last remaining peacock feather—since
the rest were lost during previous misguided attempts to perform the sacred
ritual.  As the brothers re-sanctify their own positions in the performance of
a ritual—one that is loosely derived from the spiritual abyss of the
mother/guru figure—the spiritual becomes mere coping mechanism.
Anderson, then, presents his audience with a guru whose very authority is
subverted through his own mastery—Francis, Peter, and Jack simply cannot
bear the weight of this profound existential understanding nor could they
follow the absent guru’s instructions.  The brothers’ spiritual ineptitude is
doubled in the figure of their guru-like mother, who imparts wisdom upon
her sons that they simply do not want to hear—particularly that the past is
just that.  They have chosen, as Francis’s confession to his mother suggests,
to extend their suffering, and in so doing, the brothers necessarily formulate
a ceremony that demonstrates and delivers their longing for the “serenity of
the cosmic orgasm,” which has an embodied corollary in the figure of the
exotic, yet familiar, Asian girl.

When Rita enters the Whitman brothers’ cabin to offer them some “sweet
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lime” to drink along with savory snacks, Francis, Peter, and Jack appear
frozen by her beauty.  Releasing a faint smile as she closes their cabin door,
Rita’s entrance onto the screen seems to come without incident, and the
brothers are quick to turn to more pressing matters, namely, numbing
themselves and hammering out the specifics of their reunion, upon her
exit.  Hence, Francis exclaims, “Let’s go get a drink and smoke a cigarette.”
It is not until the three brothers are awkwardly conversing over dinner that
she re-emerges as an object of desire and as an imagined subject of native
identity.  Feeling dejected at his brothers’ flagrant narcissism and general
lack of interest in reading his short story, Jack catches a glimpse of the
diligent Rita on the dinner car and longingly remarks, “I want that
stewardess.”  As his brothers continue to spar over various eccentricities,
namely, their deceased father’s car keys, in their cabin, Jack initiates a ploy
to ensnare Rita.  Struggling with a recent heartache, Jack’s individual
sojourn clearly requires both escapism and catharsis at the somatic, and
perhaps explicitly erotic, level.  However, Rita as subject requires a more
probing analysis to envision Anderson’s elaborate, yet decidedly elementary,
imagining of her native identity.  

In “The Darjeeling Limited: Critiquing Orientalism on the Train to Nowhere,”
Bose argues that the film “represents a significant contribution towards de-
mystifying the Orient and critiquing Orientalism through farce, self-
reflexivity and comic, intertextual resonances” (Bose, 2008, p1).  She argues
that Darjeeling rather convincingly “shows the innate stupidity and futility
of Westerners who are naive enough to embark on a so-called spiritual
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journey.”  Employing her own subjectivity within the investigation, she
intimates, “from a non-Western, Indian perspective, I contend that The
Darjeeling Limited turns Orientalism and its inherent notions of the exotic
East/‘Other’ on its head.”  Following a lengthy exegesis of the farcical facets
of Anderson’s imagining of India, Bose turns to examine the character of
Rita as a means to enshrine her argument concerning the film’s critical,
and self-reflexive, “comic irony.”  She observes, “Rita, played by the luscious-
lipped Amara Khan, undercuts romantic expectations traditionally
associated with the Oriental woman by the ordinariness of her sexual
encounter.  Thus her traditional, “authentic” Indian appearance is
incompatible with her brazen, “Western” behavior, and this contrast is yet
another source of comic irony” (Bose, 2008, p5).  In Bose’s configuration,
Rita’s humorous incompatibility must be indicative of her status as “a
reformed, recognizable Other: as a subject of a difference that is almost the
same, but not quite” (Bhabha, 266).  As the discursive product of
Anderson’s own imagining, however, Rita mimics the myriad neuroses of
colonial desiring—she is as much empowered as her imagining envisions
power over her.  As Homi Bhabha argues, “Mimicry is, thus, the sign of a
double articulation: a complex strategy of reform, regulation, and discipline,
which “appropriates” the Other as it visualizes power” (Bhabha, 266).  As
such, Anderson’s envisioning empowers the audience to imagine native
identity within this relational construct—and it is precisely her “Western
behavior” that illuminates that fact that she is almost the same but not
white.  Bose, nevertheless, argues for the “ordinariness” of Jack’s
erotic/exotic imagining of Rita, who casually whispers just before
penetration, “Don’t come into me,” which Bose seems to take as an
utterance of “comic irony.”  Hu, however, argues that such exchanges
suspend her liminally as the exotic, yet familiar, “Asian girl” (Hu, 2007).
For Jack, she is as much an object, which becomes evident in his immediate
return to his ex-girlfriend’s perfume following their passionate encounter,
as Said’s “model of the Oriental women” (Said, 1979, p6).  
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Consequently, the youngest Whitman brother simply moves from one fragrant
vessel to the next.  Ultimately, Bose’s analysis ignores the subtle, yet tactile,
dimensions of this complex imagining that ultimately situates Rita as the
quintessential “Third World Woman.”  As Spivak observes, “between
patriarchy and imperialism, subject-constitution and object-formation, the
figure of the women disappears, not into a pristine nothingness, but into a
violence shuttling which is the displaced figuration of the “third-world-woman”
caught between tradition and modernization” (Spivak, 1988, p306). Rita is
indeed caught between two worlds, represented in her unsatisfying relations
with her less-then ideal boyfriend and the equally, if not more, unappealing
Jack, who she tearfully sends off with a parting gift of opiates when the
brothers are dispelled from the train—a sign of her subjectification to his true
desire: the cosmic orgasm.  Again, Bose observes:

       Rita’s overt markers of Indian-ness—her sultry and earthy features and
       skin tone accentuated by her huge kohl-lined eyes—confound 
       Orientalist depictions of women as she has sex with a stranger (Jack) 
       in a lavatory, smokes, is fluent in English, and has a boyfriend (the 
       unfathomable, snake-catching, chief steward of the train played by 
       Waris Ahluwalia) who she plans to break up with. She speaks her mind,
       is impatient when Jack wants to talk to her, and shows more sense than
       him in covering up their tryst in the toilet. (Bose, 2008, p5)

Overlooking the contention that the “model of the Oriental women” was
exactly what the colonizers wanted her to be, Bose fails to recognize that
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Rita, who subsists in a neocolonial context, is imagined with the same
representational pattern—she is only what her imaginers, including both
Jack and Anderson, want her to be and nothing more.  Although Bose
applauds the way in which the film “explodes the myth of the elusive,
seductive yet paradoxically chaste Indian/Oriental woman,” Darjeeling
distributes a much more subversive element in the character of Rita, who
eventually becomes mere archetype.  

The closing scene of the film shows the brothers safely on board another
imaginary train, the Bengal Lancer, which employs a strikingly similar jejune
chief steward as well as an erotic/exotic female cabin attendant, who also offers
the sweet lime drink to the Whitman brothers upon check-in.  Both Francis
and Peter turn to a smirking Jack, who agrees to the offer with a wily, “Why
not?”  As she turns to leave the brothers’ cabin, this edition of “Sweet Lime”
offers an alluring glance and seductive smile towards Peter, whose facial
contortions—mainly his raised eyebrows and inward turning lips—give away
his delight at this fleeting exchange.  This second encounter, which
complicates—if not subverts—Bose’s reading of Rita, establishes an archetype
of the Third World Woman that speaks to the combined, and perhaps
progressive, work of Said, Bhabha, and Spivak.  Within an Orientalist
framework, this theoretical continuity illuminates Anderson’s reliance upon an
archetypal assemblage for native identity—indeed, any subjectivity Rita garners
throughout the film is pillaged in this secondary, and more telling, erotic/exotic
spectacle.  As such, Rita only has value as a subject-in-relation-to, which positions
her subjectivity somewhere between the “Oriental” and “Third World”
women—both of which, however, rely upon the representation of alterity
inherent to (neo)colonial imagining. 
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To say that Kumar Pallana is a fixture in the films of Wes Anderson would
be a gross understatement, and the director is known for retaining a clique
of thespians—Owen Wilson, Bill Murray, and Jason Schwartzman, to name
just a few. Horowitcz opens an interview with Pallana for The Believer by
pointing out that he is best known for his indelible performances in the
three Wes Anderson–Owen Wilson movies: as Kumar the faltering
safecracker in Bottle Rocket; as the enigmatic, ecstatic Mr. Littlejeans in
Rushmore; and as Pagoda, the family butler in The Royal Tenenbaums
(Horowitz, 2003).  These roles have given the actor the status of cult
celebrity in the last decade. What is striking, however, about Pallana’s iconic
status is that Anderson only uses him in exceedingly bit parts, certainly in
comparison to some of Pallana’s other films—particularly 2004’s The
Terminal.  Excerpts from the actor’s interview with Horowitz illuminate an
ongoing dynamic of representative identity, even if imagined, that comes
to fruition within Darjeeling.  When asked by Horowitz if he favored any of
Anderson’s films, Pallana reflects:

       Well, this was a very good, successful movie, The Royal Tenenbaums, 
       and of course I got a good response from that. People ask me, “Oh, 
       you’ve been a good comic?” What’s the comedy? I never did anything,
       they never gave me a line—what are you talking about? I wish they had
       given me something so that I could show that I could do the comedy! 
       [Laughs] (2003). 

Giving voice to his character’s dispersion as a visible, yet speechless, other,
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Pallana’s intimation goes further in showing the performativity inherent to
Anderson’s imagining of him as a native foible, or subject-in-relation-to whose
sole functionality is itself a delicate balance of self-reflective imagining
mediated through comedic alterity.  The actor’s value lies not in what he
says or what he does; rather, it is inherent to who he is, which is also to say
how he is.

In his usage of Pallana, Anderson relies upon this how, which is also to say
the actions that give value to his identity as other.  When Horowitz mentions
one scene that “features” the actor in another film, Pallana recounts, “it was
very nice of Wes Anderson.  He knows my work. He said, ‘what do you want
to do?’ and I said, ‘whatever you want to do.’ He said, ‘You want to do the
headstand?’ and I said, ‘Yes.’ And I did the headstand, and Gene Hackman,
he said, ‘Look at this guy! Look at this!’” In light of these statements, it is
evident that Pallana, who sincerely calls himself a “really good friend” of
Anderson, remains fully supportive of the director’s work, and while one
cannot discount his perspective as a subject, these revelations help to locate
his role in Darjeeling as “Old Man on Train.” 

As the Whitman brothers gather for their first meal together, they are joined
by a voiceless, and nearly faceless, Pallana whose sprawling newspaper
covers him for a majority of the scene.  As a portrayal of native identity,
Anderson’s selection of Pallana seems rather curious, but when it is
contextualized within the above passages and the overall aesthetic
imagining of the film, it becomes clear that Anderson inserts Pallana as
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mere backdrop—a way to mediate the “feeling of chaos that you feel when
you are in India” for the audience, who is certainly comfortable with his
presence from previous films.  Thus, for Anderson, Pallana, a U.S. Resident
who grew up in British-occupied India, serves as an endearing and
commonplace other—one whose value exists in his easily identifiable, yet
pleasingly routine, alterity.  Commenting on his intended gaze for the film,
Anderson reflects, “the movie’s from the point of view of a Western tourist,
and that’s what I’ve always felt like there” (Tobias, 2007).  While Anderson
uses the actor’s “not quite/not white” status to maintain the film’s self-
reflective gaze, one might wonder how he manages to maintain the “tourist
view” when this otherness, specifically Pallana’s “Old Man on Train,”
imagines carefully crafted agents of native identity, rather than the living
“characters” that one might find on an actual train traveling in India.  This,
however, cements the overall point of the film—Anderson’s feeling of being
a Western tourist turns India into a playground for postnormal imaginings.  

Postnormal Imaginings and the Not-So-New Wave
In an extremely unfavorable review of Darjeeling the appeared on Slate.com,
Weiner suggests that “Wes Anderson situates his art squarely in a world of
whiteness: privileged, bookish, prudish, woebegone, tennis-playing, Kinks-
scored, fusty.  He’s wise enough to make fun of it here and there, but in the
end, there’s something enamored and uncritical about his attitude toward
the gaffes, crises, prejudices, and insularities of those he portrays” (Weiner,
2007).  Writing in defense of Anderson, Hill contends:

       There is an air of cultural exoticism to the portrayal of minorities that
       can often come across as patronizing because Anderson consistently 
       simplifies them as inherently good people.  However, what makes the
       accusations hollow is the fact that Anderson views all of his characters
       through the same elastic, comedic lens, not turning them into 
       caricatures so much as exaggerating the inherent goodness he sees 
       within all of his misfits. (2008, p107)

Clearly, the divergence between the two readings of Anderson’s work has much
to do with his style, which, to paraphrase Hill, laughingly gazes at everyone
equally thus making such imaginings tolerable, if not laudable, from his
perspective.  This point is taken up with great tenacity by Bose in her rendering
of “Anderson’s quirky universe” (Bose, 2008, p3).  She observes, “the film takes
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an overtly Orientalist premise of seeking spiritual growth in India as its starting
point and then subverts it through the course of the film by ridiculing such an
intent through comic characterization and the farcical situations, actions and
reactions of its main protagonists—three white men desperately seeking short-
cuts to salvation or nirvana” (Bose, 2008, p6).  In her assessment of Darjeeling,
Bose clearly sides with Hill, finding Anderson’s satirical gaze as evidence of his
self-reflexivity and sensitivity to Orientalist configurations.

Whether or not one finds Anderson’s style palatable has much to do with
one’s perspective on the past, present, and future, which is to say the degree
to which one feels that postnormal times are worth taking seriously.  As
Sardar observes:

      Ours is a transitional age, a time without the confidence that we can 
      return to any past we have known and with no confidence in any path
      to a desirable, attainable or sustainable future.  It is a time when all 
      choices seem perilous, likely to lead to ruin, if not entirely over the edge
      of the abyss.  In our time it is possible to dream all dreams of visionary
      futures but almost impossible to believe we have the capability or 
      commitment to make any of them a reality. (Sardar, 2010, p435)

Darjeeling suspends the audience between an imagined world and the real-
world misgivings and misfortunes of a family in crisis, and it is only
through demystifying the neo-colonialist apparitions besetting Anderson’s
imagining of India that one might illuminate the film’s decidedly
postnormal imaginings of spirituality, identity, and alterity.  For Francis,
Peter, and Jack crisis has become normative, but the Whitman brothers have
no prospect for spiritual, emotional, and ethical maturation, even, and
perhaps especially, in the othered space of India.  Indeed, Anderson never
intended for them to transcend tragedy as this serves as Darjeeling’s
foundation for comedy.  Upon entering their mother’s convent, the three
brothers find that life, even at its most intense, offers endless moments of
frivolity.  Warning her sons of the man-eating tiger prowling the village,
Patricia solemnly states: “he ate one of the sisters’ brothers.”  Upon hearing
this, Francis, Peter, and Jack laugh wildly until their conciliatory mother
sternly asserts, “I’m not kidding.”  In the American New Wave Movement,
it is difficult to discern between tragedy and comedy, and Anderson’s
protagonists seem incapable of differentiating between the two.
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Anderson’s Darjeeling epitomizes the American New Wave Movement,
which, as Hill notes, “captures the angst of its characters and the times in
which we live, but with a wryness, imagination, earnestness, irony, and
stylish wit that makes the slide into existential despair a little more amusing
than it should be” (Hill, 2008, p35).  Given the array of challenges that lie
ahead and the colonial legacies that continue to haunt India and elsewhere,
it is precisely the comedic antics of the American New Wave Movement’s
postnormal imaginings that should be taken seriously, especially as they
bear a distinct resemblance to neocolonial imaginaries and, as Hill
confesses, are more amusing than they ought to be.  Offering a
counterpoint to Hill’s defense and a call for what is needed to confront the
diffuse challenges of the postnormal, Sardar argues, “we need not only
imagination but an ethical imagination that can acknowledge the
uncertainty and risks we face and work through complexity and diversity
cherishing the virtues we are most in need of: humility, modesty and
accountability.  It is our best hope of taking responsibility for the choices
we will have to make to ensure we can arrive at our imagined futures with
our humanity and our planet intact” (Sardar, 2010, p444).  As Anderson’s
protagonists display a severe paucity of humility, modesty, and
accountability, Darjeeling takes no responsibility for perpetuating Orientalist
and neocolonial representations, biases, and stereotypes, which raises a
critical question: What’s so new about the American New Wave Movement?
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